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With so much space to get lost in, 
you’ll be amazed at how much there is to find.

         Resort guests enjoy exclusive access  to the 36-hole TPC San Antonio, a PGA TOUR golf facility. 



For those who dream big, JW Marriott San Antonio Hill Country Resort & Spa has created gracious envi-
ronments drawing inspiration from wide open spaces and rich cultural traditions. Our Hill Country passion 
and pride can be found in every brilliant and exquisitely crafted detail of our 85 spacious suites. Surround 
yourself with the graceful beauty of our Hill Country retreat, where crystal clear streams and towering oak 
meet the majesty of the hills. We understand that great service is a work of art and while you are here, your 
overall well-being is our overall purpose. Enriching activities, curated experiences, discreetly anticipated 
service and genuine hospitality will accent your every moment.

Whether you desire the convenience and space of an in-room conference center for business while traveling or 
room for the whole family to play, our collection of suites has something for each individual need. From 
space to entertain that is sure to impress, a romantic retreat for that special occasion or the luxury of 
simply having the space all to yourself, our suites offer inspiration in a sophisticated atmosphere where 
you’ll feel welcome, comfortable and free to be yourself.

where the need for space
brings everyone closer together



Luxury Suites
Our 21 Luxury Suites are 1,000 square feet of luxurious resort living. 
Ideal for meetings, entertaining or for families, these spacious suites 
offer the flexibility of utilizing one or two bedrooms. Richly decorated 
and appointed with the latest technology including 37” LCD HDTV’s.



Golf View Suites
Our 9 Golf View Suites offer 1,200 square feet of luxurious resort 
living. with oversized balconies overlooking the TPC San Antonio golf 
courses. These spacious suites offer the flexibility of utilizing one, 
two or three bedrooms. Richly decorated with the latest technology 
including a fireplace, soaking tub and 37” LCD HDTV’s.



Hospitality Suites
Our 15 Hospitality Suites range in size from 900 square feet to 
1,500 square feet. Designed for memorable entertaining, these lavish 
accommodations are perfect for VIP receptions, breakout meetings, or 
social gatherings. Balconies embrace views of the spectacular Texas 
Hill Country. All 15 suites offer the flexibility of  one or two bedrooms.



Executive Suites
Our 35, 1048 square foot Executive Suites, offer a separate bedroom 
and living room and are richly decorated with elements of the 
Texas Hill Country including tooled leather, carved wood, and hewn 
stonework. Featuring custom JW Collection bedding, the Plug-In Panel, 
and two 37” LCD HDTV’s, this is the ideal suite for small meetings or for 
those who just need extra space to work or entertain.



Grand River Suites
Named after the Grand Rivers of Texas, our five Grand River Suites 
offer details reflective of the expansive Hill Country and are the finest 
accommodations at the resort. The style of the San Antonio haciendas 
that later grew into the legendary Texas ranches has been incorporated 
into our expansive suites ranging from 1,834 to 2,300 square feet. 

Each of our Grand River suites features a magnificent entry hall leading 
into a spacious living area that overlooks the rolling Hill Country, a din-
ing room that seats up to 8, multiple 37” LCD HDTV’s, a fireplace, library, 
and powder room. Each private bedroom offers custom JW Collection 
bedding. The master bathroom features a separate bathtub and shower 
and dual vanities. Each suite is decorated with custom designed fabrics 
and furniture and offers the option of a second bedroom.



Whatever the occasion, our suites offer the comfort of your own private 
living space. We’ve taken great care to remove unwanted distractions and 
anticipate your every need, giving you the time, space and freedom you need 
to relax and enjoy our exceptional destination. Experience the quiet luxury, 
simple elegance and perfectly orchestrated service of the suites at the 
JW Marriott San Antonio Hill Country Resort & Spa. 

the ultimate luxury in life,
the space to think and the freedom to focus


